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BREADING MACHINE 

RELATED APPLICATION 

The present application claims priority from pending U.S. 
provisional application Ser. No. 60/498,919 entitled 
“Improved Breading Machine” that Was ?led in the Us. 
Patent and Trademark o?ice on Aug. 29, 2003. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to food product breading 
machines and more particularly to food product breading 
machines that are used to coat ?accid products With par 
ticulate breading materials. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Flaccid food products, such as ?sh ?lets and chicken 
tenders, and delicate, frangible products, like croquettes, are 
typically breaded and fried for consumption by restaurant 
customers. These products, together With other foods that 
are fried, are frequently produced and consumed in volumes 
su?icient to justify in-restaurant use of machinery that 
batters and then coats the products With particulate breading 
material. 

The prior art machinery used for breading food products 
functioned for both relatively rigid products, like bone-in 
chicken parts, onion rings, etc., and the noted ?accid prod 
ucts. The machines in question utiliZed open mesh Wire 
conveyor belts that carried the products through the machin 
ery. The machines often comprised a battering unit, Where 
the products Were coated With a ?uent batter, and a breading 
unit Where breading Was applied to the product and adhered 
to the batter coating. The battering units had a conveyor belt 
that delivered battered products to a breading unit conveyor 
belt before the breading Was applied. 

Machines have been constructed With the battering unit 
supported vertically above the breading unit. The battering 
and breading units Were oriented so that a single attendant, 
at one end of the machine, could load items into the battering 
unit and receive the items, breaded, from the breading unit. 
This Was a particularly effective Way to bread food products 
to order, as the attendant could load the number of items 
constituting an order into the machine, receive the breaded 
items and fry them at once. The superposed battering and 
breading units also provided a small “footprint” that mini 
miZed the space occupied by the machine. 

These machines Were not Without draWbacks. The unit 
conveyors Were spaced vertically apart and con?gured so 
that battered items dropped from one conveyor to the other. 
Flaccid and frangible products, like ?sh ?lets, chicken 
tenders, and croquettes, presented problems. Flaccid prod 
ucts Were often folded or heaped on the breading unit 
conveyor When breading Was applied. Consequently, some 
?accid products Were only partially breaded While others 
Were unevenly coated. Frangible products Were sometimes 
broken up When dropped from one conveyor to the other. 
Relatively rigid products Were more effectively handled 
although they sometimes landed roughly on the breading 
unit conveyor material and the impacts sometimes created 
clouds of breading and spillage. 

The battering and breading machine that is disclosed in 
Us. Pat. No. 5,924,356 overcame the handling problems 
associated With ?accid and frangible food items, as Well as 
rough handling of dimensionally stable items, by locating 
the battering unit laterally spaced from and in-line With the 
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2 
breading unit. The battering unit conveyor Was positionable 
adjacent the breading unit conveyor so that ?accid and 
frangible items Were handed-off to the breading conveyor 
Without folding, heaping, or breaking up. The machine had 
a relatively large foot print and required the attendant to load 
items into the end of the machine that Was opposite from the 
discharge end. This required su?icient ?oor space for the 
attendant to move around the machine from one end to the 
other. 

Another problem With the prior art breading units Was that 
after breading material Was applied, the food products often 
carried breading material that Was either loose, or only 
Weakly adhered to the product. Food products carrying such 
breading Were delivered from the breading units and placed 
in fryers Where the breading Was dislodged. This material 
Was sometimes later be adhered to food products during 
frying, creating unappealing appearance and ?avor. 

Unloading breading material from prior art breading 
machines has sometimes been di?icult. Some prior art 
machines Were constructed in such a Way that the entire 
breading reservoir had to be physically removed from the 
machine in order to dump the breading material. Some 
reservoirs Were equipped With trap doors that alloWed bread 
ing material to fall from the reservoir While others utiliZed 
panels that Were moved into position under conveyors so 
that the breading could be conveyed along and discharged 
from the machines at a discharge location. The prior art 
machines Were constructed for discharging breading mate 
rial from machines that had particular architectures. For 
example, Where the machines had a distinct reservoir that 
Was located at an elevated location trap doors enabled 
dumped breading to be collected under the reservoir. Where 
the under-conveyor panels Were used, the machines had a 
discharge location for food products that also served as the 
discharge location for the breading material. 

Issued U.S. Pat. No. 6,244,170 to Whited et al. concerns 
a neW and improved food product breading machine that 
reliably conveys ?accid and frangible food products to a 
breading station Without folding, heaping or breakage. The 
disclosure of the ’ 170 patent to Whited et al is incorporated 
herein by reference. The present invention concerns 
improvements to the apparatus disclosed in the ’170 patent 
to Whited et al. 
As disclosed in the ’170 patent, the breading machine had 

a reservoir that Was mounted to pins or posts supported by 
a base plate. The reservoir included a drive roller for a 
breading conveyor that Was activated by a motor positioned 
to the side of the reservoir and connected to the drive roller 
by a transmission. The entire reservoir could be removed by 
decoupling the drive roller and motor. Due to the angled 
base of the reservoir, its engagement produced a side force 
against the coupling betWeen motor and the reservoir drive 
roller. 
A latching system for coupling the reservoir to the drive 

motor consisted of a latch that Was mounted on the breader 
reservoir, rotated doWnWard over the coupling. This system 
Works Well in eliminating the breader reservoir from moving 
side-to-side axially but does nothing for supporting the 
breader load vertically. Also the latch had a tendency to ride 
up out of its groove causing the breader to become disen 
gaged during operation, resulting in break in production. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An exemplary embodiment of the invention is an 
improved machine for coating food products With a particu 
late breading material. The exemplary machine has ?rst and 
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second combination battering/breading units positioned in 
close proximity to each other. Certain features of the inven 
tion have utility With machines having only a single batter 
ing/breading unit. 

Each of the combination units has a battering unit for 
applying a ?uent batter to a food product. The battering unit 
includes a batter reservoir and a battering unit conveyor 
system for delivering food products from said batter reser 
voir to a battering unit conveyor discharge section that 
propels the food product from the battering unit. The com 
bination units also include a breading unit for receiving food 
product from an associated battering unit. The breading unit 
includes a breading reservoir and breading unit conveyor 
system for applying particulate breading to the food product 
at a breading station by moving breading material from the 
breading material reservoir and food product coated With the 
batter to the breading station. 

A drive motor is coupled through respective ?rst and 
second transmissions to provide motive poWer to the con 
veyors systems of each of the ?rst and second combination 
battering/breading units for moving food products simulta 
neously through the combination battering/breading units. 
Use of this con?guration food coating machine alloWs 
different types of foods to be prepared at the same time With 
a single machine. 

Other features and advantages of the invention Will 
become apparent from the folloWing description and from 
the accompanying draWings, Which form part of the speci 
?cation, and Wherein: 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of an exemplary embodiment 
of a food product breading machine having side by side 
battering/breading units; 

FIG. 2 is a side elevational vieW of the food product 
breading machine of FIG. 1; 

FIGS. 2A-2E are vieWs shoWing a locking latch system; 

FIG. 3 is a rear elevation vieW of the breading machine of 
FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 is front elevational vieWs of the food product 
breading machine of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 5 is a side elevational vieW of the food product 
breading machine of FIG. 1 With parts removed; 

FIG. 6 is top plan vieW of part of the machine of FIG. 1 
With parts removed; 

FIG. 7 is a schematic depiction of a drive transmission of 
the FIG. 1 machine; 

FIG. 8 is a perspective vieW of one conveyor of a breading 
unit of the machine of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 9 is a side elevational vieW of the conveyor of FIG. 
8; 

FIG. 10 is a perspective vieW of the conveyor of FIG. 8 
With parts moved to an alternate position; 

FIG. 11 is a side elevational vieW of the conveyor 
depicted in FIG. 10; 

FIGS. 12-16 are alternate vieW of a bread chute for adding 
breading to the machine of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 17 is a vieW of the machine de?ned by the plane 
17-17 in FIG. 6; and 

FIG. 18 is an enlarged vieW of the region of the machine 
depicted in FIG. 17. 
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4 
DESCRIPTION OF THE BEST MODES 

CONTEMPLATED OF CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

A food product breading machine 10 constructed accord 
ing to the invention is illustrated in the draWings. The 
machine 10 is especially useful in restaurants Where indi 
vidual food products that are ?accid, such as chicken ten 
ders, ?sh ?lets, etc., or frangible, such as croquettes, are 
fried to order. The machine 10 coats individual food items 
With a ?uent batter and then overcoats them With a particu 
late breading material that clings to the batter. The breaded 
items are discharged from the machine in condition for 
frying. 
The exemplary embodiment of the invention depicted in 

FIGS. 1-4 is a breading machine 10 that has ?rst and second 
combination battering/breading units 12, 14 positioned in 
close proximity to each other. In the exemplary embodiment 
of the invention the units 12, 14 are positioned in side by 
side relation to each other. 
Each of the combination units 12, 14 has a battering unit 

16 for applying a ?uent batter to a food product. The 
battering unit includes a batter reservoir and a battering unit 
conveyor system for delivering food products from said 
batter reservoir to a battering unit conveyor discharge sec 
tion that propels the food product from the battering unit. 
Each combination unit also include a breading unit 18 
positioned beneath the battering unit 16 for receiving food 
product from an associated battering unit. The breading unit 
includes a breading reservoir and breading unit conveyor 
system for applying particulate breading to the food product 
at a breading station by moving breading material from the 
breading material reservoir and food product coated With the 
batter to the breading station. 
A drive motor 20 is coupled through respective ?rst and 

second transmissions 22, 24 to provide motive poWer to the 
conveyor systems of each of the ?rst and second combina 
tion battering/breading units for moving food products 
simultaneously through the combination battering/breading 
units. Use of this con?guration food coating machine alloWs 
different types of foods to be simultaneously prepared in the 
tWo side by side units 12, 14. 
The combination unit 14 (FIG. 5) is con?gured With the 

battering unit 16 stacked on top of the breading unit 18. Food 
items are placed in the battering unit at one end 110 of the 
unit, conveyed in a generally horiZontal direction through 
the battering unit, and delivered to the breading unit. The 
food items from the battering unit are conveyed through the 
breading unit in the opposite direction and discharged from 
the machine at the same end 110 Where they are collected for 
frying. The machine attendant can thus feed food products 
constituting an order into the machine and receive the 
breaded products from the machine Without having to 
change position. The breaded items can be accumulated in a 
frying basket and immediately placed in a fryer (or in the 
instance of tWo products that are prepared simultaneously in 
separate fryers). The relatively small area occupied by the 
machine 10 enables it to be positioned on a table top or 
counter adjacent a fryer if desired. 

Each of the illustrated combination units has a base frame 
112 that is constructed and arranged so that the battering and 
breading units 16, 18 are detachably supported and easily 
removable for cleaning Without requiring the use of hand 
tools. In the illustrated embodiment, the base frame 112 
comprises a base plate 120, support legs 122, and support 
structures 123, 124 that extend upWardly from the base plate 
and bear the Weight of both the breading and battering units. 
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The illustrated support structures 123, 124 are formed by 
respective pairs of sheet metal stanchions that have support 
ing cross bars extending betWeen their respective upper ends 
and on Which the breading unit 18 rests. The stanchions pairs 
frictionally grip the breading unit 18. The unit 18 is remov 
able for cleaning, etc. by lifting it from the cross bars. The 
legs 122 are siZed so that the machine 10 may be placed on 
a table top or counter during use. 
A drive system 118 (FIG. 7) is constructed and arranged 

to drive food product conveyor systems associated With the 
tWo pairs of battering and breading units 16, 18 so that food 
products are conveyed substantially continuously through 
the machine 10. The illustrated drive system 118 comprises 
a drive motor 20, a drive transmission 132 (FIG. 7) betWeen 
the motor and the unit conveyor systems, and a toWer 
arrangement 134 for supporting the transmission 132. The 
toWer arrangement comprises toWers 136, 138 that are 
anchored to and spaced apart along the base plate 120. The 
toWers 136, 138 are illustrated as relatively thick steel plates. 
The motor 20 is anchored to the toWer 136 and drives the 
transmission through a gear reduction and an output shaft 
that is supported by bearings in the toWer 136. The drive 
transmission 132 is illustrated as a chain drive comprising 
tWo drive chains 140, 142 and shafts and sprockets that run 
in mesh With the drive chains and are rotatably supported by 
the toWers 136, 138. The toWers 136, 138 rotatably support 
drive shafts 143, 144, 145 each carrying a driving sprocket 
at extending through bearings in the associated toWer plates 
to transmit poWer to the breading and battering unit con 
veyor systems described beloW. A chain guard structure 146 
(FIG. 7) encloses the toWer arrangement and drive trans 
mission 132. The motor 20 is illustrated as an electric motor. 
Since tWo side by side units are utiliZed, each end of the 
shafts 143, 144, 145 are exposed on opposite sides of the 
toWer for coupling to a respective conveyor as described 
more completely beloW. 

The illustrated battering unit 16 receives food items 
placed on a conveyor by an attendant, completely immerses 
the items in a batter pool, enables excess batter to be shed 
from the items and delivers the battered items to the bread 
ing unit 18. A battering unit 16 similar to the unit depicted 
in the draWings is illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2 is described 
and illustrated in Us. Pat. No. 5,924,356 and the illustra 
tions and description there are incorporated herein in their 
entireties by this reference to that patent. 

The battering unit 16 comprises a batter reservoir 150 and 
a battering unit conveyor system 152. The battering unit 
conveyor system 152 is supported by the batter reservoir 150 
and operated by the drive system 118 to move food products 
through the batter reservoir and deliver them to the breading 
unit 18. 

The batter reservoir 150 is illustrated in the form of an 
open top tank With the battering conveyor system 152 
occupying the tank. The conveyor system 152 moves food 
items placed in the unit 16 at the machine end 110 through 
a batter pool in the tank and delivers food items from the 
tank into the breading unit. The batter reservoir is seated 
atop the breading unit 18. In the illustrated machine 10 the 
reservoir rests on a pair of support rods 160 that extend 
betWeen supporting plates 162 that project upWardly from 
the breading unit 18. The battering reservoir, With its con 
tents, is lifted olf the support rods for cleaning and mainte 
nance. 

The illustrated conveyor system 152 comprises a food 
product battering section 180, a product delivery conveyor 
section 182 projecting from the tank doWnWardly toWard the 
breading unit, and a conveyor driving assembly 183 coupled 
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6 
to the drive transmission 132 by means of the poWer output 
shaft 143. The conveyor sections 80, 82 share a common 
conveyor “belt” 184. The belt supports the food items over 
minimal contact areas to maximiZe contact betWeen food 
products and the batter While minimizing the amount of 
batter remaining on the conveyor belt after passing through 
the batter pool. 
The illustrated belt 184 is fabricated from linked metal 

Wires forming a Wide mesh, screen-like chain that extends 
substantially across the lateral Width of the reservoir. The 
illustrated driving assembly 183 comprises a drive shaft 185 
that extends laterally across the conveyor at the juncture of 
the sections 180, 182. The shaft carries belt driving sprocket 
Wheels spaced apart betWeen the sides of the battering 
conveyor and the input shaft 143 driven by the transmission 
132. The shaft 185 is detachably connected or coupled to the 
drive shaft 143 by telescoping the shaft ends together in 
driving relationship (not illustrated). The shafts can be 
disconnected manually by a machine attendant When the 
battering unit is removed for cleaning or replacement. The 
driving connection can be formed by a female shaft end 
forming a slot and a conforming tooth on the other male 
shaft end, by male and female splines, etc. While a Wire 
mesh conveyor belt 184 is illustrated, any suitable form of 
conveyor could be employed. 
The battering conveyor section 180 extends betWeen the 

reservoir entrance and discharge While the battering con 
veyor delivery section 182 projects from the battering sec 
tion 180 for delivering battered food items to the breading 
unit 18. The delivery section comprises a manual adjustment 
mechanism 190 and a delivery conveyor end section 192 
projecting from the mechanism 190. The end section 192 
cooperates With the adjustment mechanism such that the 
projecting conveyor end is adjustably positionable vertically 
relative to the breading unit. 

The adjustment mechanism 190 enables the machine 
attendant to manually reposition the conveyor end section 
192 to accommodate food products having differing thick 
nesses. 

The breading unit 18 comprises a breading material 
reservoir 200, a breading unit conveyor system for moving 
food products. The conveyor system also moves breading 
material along a travel path P through the breading material 
reservoir 200. The conveyor system also both breading and 
food product to a breading application station 206. A bread 
ing material ?oW controlling system 208 operates so that 
food products conveyed through the station 206 pass 
through a standing Wave of breading material. A breading 
discharge mechanism 210 directs breading material out of 
the reservoir When the breading unit is being emptied of 
breading material. 
The reservoir 200 is constructed and arranged so that 

breading material that is not applied to food items passing 
through the station 206 is recirculated through the reservoir 
by the conveyor system. The reservoir 200 is illustrated as 
an open top hopper-like construction de?ning parallel side 
Walls 211, a horiZontal base section 212, an end Wall 214 
beneath the battering conveyor end section, and an upWardly 
sloped bottom Wall 216 extending betWeen the horizontal 
base section 212 and the end Wall 214. The reservoir end 218 
corresponding to the machine end 110 is open so that food 
products discharged from the machine pass through the open 
end 218 adjacent the base Wall section 212. A breading 
supporting panel 219 extends across the reservoir betWeen 
the end Wall 214 and the breading station 206. The illustrated 
reservoir 200 is constructed from sheet stainless steel and is 
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detachably secured to the base frame 112 so that the reser 
voir is manually removable from the base frame Without 
using tools. 

The reservoir 200 holds a quantity of breading material 
and delivers the breading material at a controlled rate due to 
operation of the breading unit conveyor described beloW. 
Breading material is added to the reservoir by means of a 
side chute 201 attached to the side Wall 211 and illustrated 
in more detail in FIGS. 12-16. The chute 201 is constructed 
of sheet metal that is bent to de?ne a sloped Wall 202a, and 
tWo triangular shaped side Walls 202b, 2020. During assem 
bly of the reservoir 200, the chute is attached to a side Wall 
211 by means of mounting tabs 203 that engage slots in the 
side Wall 211. The sloped Wall 202a ends in a straight edge 
204 that ?ts into a bottom of a rectangular hole in the side 
Wall 211 siZed to accommodate the chute 201. In the 
exemplary embodiment of the invention the hole has dimen 
sions of approximately 6.2 by 2.6 inches. The Width dimen 
sion of the chute is slightly greater than the Width (6.2 in) of 
this opening. 

The breading unit conveyor system propels the food items 
and breading material along a travel path P and recirculates 
the breading material through the reservoir 200. The illus 
trated breading unit conveyor system comprises ?rst and 
second food product conveyor sections 220, 222 for con 
veying food products received by the breading unit conveyor 
system doWnWardly and horiZontally to the breading station 
206 and thereafter out of the breading unit at the machine 
end 110. The ?rst, food product receiving conveyor section 
220 is located adjacent and beloW the distal end of the 
battering unit conveyor and is positioned vertically above 
the level of the breading station 206 and horizontally spaced 
from the breading station. The second food product con 
veyor section 222 receives food product from the ?rst 
conveyor section 220, propels breading material and food 
products generally horizontally across the breading support 
panel 219, through the breading station 206, discharges 
breaded food products from the unit 18, and recirculates 
unused breading through the reservoir 200. 

The conveyor section 220 (See FIG. 8) receives food 
products from the battering unit conveyor system, reverses 
the products’ direction of travel and delivers the food 
products to the conveyor section 222. The conveyor section 
220 is angled doWnWardly so that the food products deliv 
ered to it from the battering conveyor are delivered gently 
onto the conveyor section 222 for movement through the 
breading station. Referring to FIGS. 8-11, the conveyor 
section 220 comprises a framework 230, a drive shaft 
assembly 232 detachably connected to the transmission 132, 
and a conveyor belt 234 driven by the shaft assembly 232. 
The illustrated belt 234 is constructed like the belt 184 but 
may be of any suitable construction. 

The framework 230 supports the drive shaft assembly 232 
and the conveyor belt 234. The frameWork 230 comprises a 
supporting hub 240, laterally spaced side frame members 
242, transverse tie rods 244a-d that extend betWeen and 
support the side frames, and a drive shaft bearing assembly 
246 that supports the tie rods 244a, 2441) and the shaft 
assembly end on an opposite side of the frameWork spaced 
from the hub 240. 

The supporting hub 240 is a tubular member into Which 
the shaft assembly 232 extends and Which cantilevers the 
frameWork 230 to the toWer 136. The hub 240 is formed by 
a tubular cylindrical body having outWardly extending 
?anges at its opposite ends. An outermost of the ?anges 250 
de?nes a plurality of circumferentially spaced keyhole slots 
253 that receive respective headed studs 254 that are ?xed 
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8 
to the toWer 136. In one embodiment, the studs 254 are 
carried by a ?anged tube that is ?xed to the toWer 136 by 
suitable fasteners and encircles the drive shaft 144 that 
projects from the side of the toWer to engage the drive shaft 
assembly 232. A second hub ?ange (not shoWn) is fastened 
to the side frame 242. 
The side frames 242 are illustrated as sheet metal mem 

bers that extend along respective opposite sides of the 
conveyor belt 234. The tie rods 244a-c extend betWeen the 
side frames and are secured in place by thumb screWs 256 
that clamp each end of each tie rod to a respective side frame 
member. In the illustrated machine three tie rods 244a-244c 
have threaded openings in each end, each of Which receives 
a thumb screW that extends through a hole in the adjacent 
side frame. The head of each thumb screW bears on the side 
frame to clamp the side frame and tie rod together. The tie 
rods 244a, 2441) are clamped betWeen the side frames, the 
hub ?ange 252 and the bearing assembly 246. 
The shaft assembly 232 is driven from the chain drive and 

supported for rotation betWeen the hub 240 and the bearing 
assembly 246. The illustrated shaft assembly comprises a 
shaft member 260 and belt driving sprockets 262 that are 
attached to the shaft member. The shaft member end that 
projects through the hub 240 is supported in a bearing 
mounted in the hub and telescopes into driving relationship 
With the drive shaft 144 When the conveyor section 220 is 
assembled to the toWer 134 
The tie rod 244d extends betWeen the side frame ends 

remote from the hub 240 and de?nes an external surface that 
is shaped to guide the belt 234 around the end of the 
conveyor section 220. The tie rod has pins 270 that extend 
through an L-shaped slot 272 in the side Walls of the 
conveyor 220 The L-shaped slot has a short doWnWardly 
extending portion into Which the pins seat during operation 
of the conveyor 220. During idle times of the machine the 
conveyor can be cleaned by lifting the tie rod 244d up and 
sliding the pins at either end of the tie rod back through an 
elongated extent of the slot toWard the hub 240. A fully 
retracted position of the tie rod 244d is illustrated in FIGS. 
10 and 11. This position relaxes the belt tension for either 
cleaning or servicing of the conveyor 220. Occasionally 
during the batter/breading cycle of food products, smaller 
products slip through the openings in the belt 234 and are 
trapped inside the belt loop shoWn in FIG. 8. Use of the 
slotted side Walls alloWs the operator to relax tension in the 
belt so that he or she can retrieve and clean this conveyor 
section more quickly and easily. Also the ability to relax the 
tension in the belt alloWs the components of the conveyor 
220 to be serviced more quickly. 
The side Walls of the conveyor bend outWardly at their top 

to achieve a funnel effect for products delivered from the 
battering unit. Each of the tWo side Walls has a relatively 
vertical loWer section 24211 that bounds the belt and an 
angled upper section 24219 that funnels the food product 
from the battering unit as the food is dropped by the 
discharge portion of the battering unit conveyor. In the 
illustrated embodiment of the invention the angle betWeen 
the vertical and the sloped or angled upper portion of the 
Wall is 30 degrees. It is believed that other angles are 
possible and angles betWeen 45 and 15 degrees of slope are 
preferable. Angles of betWeen Zero and 90 degrees are 
possible. The greater the angle, the Wider the food channel 
ing region but too Wide an angle could result in food product 
collecting along an inner portion of the conveyor Wall. 
The conveyor section 220 is manually assembled to and 

removed from the toWer 134 by relatively rotating the hub 
?ange 240 so that the studs 254 that extend from the toWer 












